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Notice to contributors

The editors welcome articles of general interest to psychiatrists. The Psychiatric Bulletin concentrates on provision of
services to people with mental disorders, and psychiatric training. A good length is 1200words; however, longer articles will
be considered. Photographs to accompany articles, where appropriate, are welcome but diagrams and tables should usually
not be included. In general there should be no more than five references.

Conference briefings and reviews should be no more than 500 words.
Correspondence on subjects of topical interest is also welcome but letters should be no more than 350 words, with up to

three references, and should not include diagrams or tables.
The Psychiatric Bulletin operates an independent review system.
Contributions are accepted for publication on the condition that their substance has not been published or submitted for

publication elsewhere. The views expressed in articles published in the Psychiatric Bulletin (except officialCollege material)are the author's own and do not necessarily represent College policy.
Please send three copies of all submissions, typed double-spaced, and using the Harvard system of referencing as in The

British Journal of Psychiatry.
All material submitted for publication in the Psychiatric Bulletin should be accompanied by a covering letter to the

editors signed by all authors.
The editors wish to bring to the attention of authors that due to the increasing volume of high quality submissions the

pressure on space will necessitate an increase in the rejection rate. The editors regret this but are determined to publish as
many submissions as possible to maintain the current balance and range of articles, while continually striving to improve
the standard of the Psychiatric Bulletin.

Trainee Editorship

A scheme offering SRs training in scientific have short attachments to other sections of the
editorial work and medical writing is available Journal - the Book Reviews and Correspondence
through The British Journal of Psychiatry. The columns - and may also have the opportunity to
successful applicant will be able to spend one assess articles submitted to the Bulletin under
special interest session a week attached to the BJP supervision. In addition, the successful applicant
for six months. It is planned that he/she will be will be encouraged to develop his/her writing
attached to one or more experienced Journal skills and it is hoped he/she may write an article or
editors and will be given papers to assess under series of articles for the Bulletin as well as covering
supervision. The trainee will also follow the pro- several meetings over the year,
gress of accepted papers through the editing Please contact the Publications Managerat the
process to eventual publication. The trainee will College for further details.
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